
Capella Ubud, Bali,
The Lodge
BALI, INDONESIA

Since it’s surrounded by lush rain forest,
you’d be forgiven for not spotting this
luxurious tented camp — it was
constructed in the trees and is seriously
hidden away and private. While all the
‘tents’ are gorgeous, The Lodge is
exceptionally so, with opulent, Eastern-
inspired decor. The split-level, two-
bedroom hideaway has an open-plan living
room, two bathrooms (one has a Japanese
bathtub; the other has a hand-hammered
copper bath) and the most serene views of
the Keliki valley. There’s also a 205-ft pool
and a large wooden deck with cantilever
daybeds — rustle up a cocktail from the
fully stocked bar ‘trunk’ (it’s restocked
every day) and relax poolside. Or, for extra
induldgence, wine and canapes can be
arranged in-suite.
From $2,500 per night. Contact Ida Ayu
Widyantini Arnawa, reservations manager,
info.ubud@capellahotels.com,
+62 361 2091 888, capellahotels.com

Anantara Al jabal Al Akhdar
Resort, Three-bedroom Royal
Mountain Villa
OMAN

A two-hour drive from Muscat and into the
cooler mountain climes is where you’ll find
Anantara Al jabal Al Akhdar. On Oman’s
storied Green Mountain, on the cusp of a
huge canyon, the mountaintop oasis is one
of the world’s highest five-star hotels. While
the resort itself is seriously remote, if you
seek yet more privacy opt for the Three-
bedroom Royal Mountain Villa. It’s the only
suite with a second story; it has its own
private entrance and garage with space for
two cars, and is set away from the rest of
the resort. The suite has three en-suite
bedrooms and nanny quarters; the main
bedroom is on the upper floor and has its
own living space and soaking tub. The stone
terrace has alfresco dining space, an infinity
pool and Jacuzzi with fine mountain views.
From $5,500 per night. Contact Elizabeth
Murage, reservations supervisor,
gsc.aaja@anantara.com, +968 252 180 00,
jabal-akhdar.anantara.com


